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POLYSTAR RESCUE
Accessories:
Rules – dice – tmer/smartphone – queston cards.

Polystar rescue is a revision game to help students
acquire and apply key vocabulary and grammatcal
notons from chapters 1-6 from your 3rrd year
POLYTECH course booklet.
This serious game will serve to help students revise
before the fnal test.

Scenario and rules
• You are returning from a Space mission to Mars and are 3r days away from
Earth. Your shutle experiences a catastrophic collision with space debris
and your oxygen levels have dropped to near zero.
• You must complete challenges which will repair the damage and replenish
the oxygen tanks for the remaining 3r-day journey to Earth.
• There are 6 holes in the side of your shutle. There are 6 packs of challenges
(colour-coded). Winning 1 card from each category will patch one hole.
• Each challenge is worth between 1-3r points. 5 points gets you one day’s
oxygen per astronaut = You need minimum 10 points per team to survive.
• How do you win ? Patch the 6 holes by successfully completng the
challenges on the cards and generate enough oxygen (10 points per pair) to
fly the ship back.

Getting started
• Place the game board in the centre of the table and the 6
packs of cards face down in a row to the right of the board
next to the dice numbers ( in any order you like)
• Choose the colour of your team (red, blue or green : and
place on astronaut per player at the botom of the oxygen
tank) Red team to the lef, green and blue to the right. The
arrow indicates the level of oxygen.
• Place the tmer at 3r0 mins and start the game.
• The team with the youngest player starts – then clockwise.

How to play
• The playing team (ex: RED) roll both dice.
• The 2 dice rolled correspond to the packs of queston cards.
The playing team choose which pack they want a queston
from.
• The team to their lef takes a card and reads out the
challenge. Unless otherwise stpulated, each challenge is 3r0
secs maximum. Afer 3r0 secs the other team (if 3r or more
teams playing) can answer the queston.
• Correct answer = you win the points on the card and move
your astronauts up.
• Wrong answer = stay where you are.
• If you roll a double you take a card from the Chance card
pile which you can use at any moment in the game. You stll
have to answer a queston from the corresponding pack.
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Right or wrong?

Right or wrong?

This baby weighs 3r.4
kilos.

This box is made up of
wood

My car is 3r.7m in long

This paintng is square
shaped

Right

Wrong: This box is made
of wood

Wrong: My car is 3r.7m
long OR in length

Wrong: This paintng is
square

1

1

Right or wrong?

Right or wrong?

1

1

Right or wrong?

Right or wrong?

Right or wrong?

A CD is circular

Can you read the sign
just above the door?

You should sign here, in
the botom of the page

The mechanic is working
below the car

Right

Right

Wrong: at the botom

Wrong: under

Right or wrong?

1

1

1

2
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Give the opposite to the
word « tny

Give the opposite to the
word « wide

Give the opposite to the
word « deep

Give the opposite to the
word « heavy

Huge

Narrow

Shallow

Light

1

1

Give two adjectves to
describe the weight and
size of an ant
(une fourmi)

Give two adjectves to
describe the dimensions
of a well
(un puits)

Spell the word
HEIGHT

Make a word out of the
following leters:
TARPAUSPA

Light & tny

Deep & narrow

H-E-I-G-H-T

apparatus

2

2
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1
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Describe a table tennis
racket. Use at least 2
adjectves (shape,
dimensions), 1 modifer
& 1 structure to explain
what it does.

Describe a stand up
paddle board. Use at
least 2 adjectves
(shape, dimensions), 1
modifer & 1 structure
to explain what it does.

Describe a pen. Use at
least 2 adjectves
(shape, dimensions), 1
modifer & 1 structure
to explain what it does.

Describe a fork. Use at
least 2 adjectves
(shape, dimensions), 1
modifer & 1 structure
to explain what it does.

It's made of wood and rubber
and is circular in shape with a
rectangular handle. It's used
for playing a popular sport.

It's about 3rm long, 60cm
wide and 10cm thick. It's
made of rubber/foam
It
enables you to move on the
water while standing up

It's about 8cm long. It's
made of plastc and metal.
It's straight and tubular. It's
used for writng.

It is about 20cm long. It is
made entrely of metal or
plastc. It has 4 teeth at one
end. It is a kitchen utensil
used for eatng.

4

4

4

4

Describe a (diamond)
ring. Use at least 2
adjectves (shape,
dimensions), 1 modifer
& 1 structure to explain
what it does.

Describe a fork. Use at
least 2 adjectves
(shape, dimensions), 1
modifer & 1 structure
to explain what it does.

Describe a pair of
scissors. Use at least 2
adjectves (shape,
dimensions), 1 modifer
& 1 structure to explain
what it does.

Describe a screwdriver.
Use at least 2 adjectves
(shape, dimensions), 1
modifer & 1 structure
to explain what it does.

This is a small cicular object
made of metal and precious
stones. It is about 14mm in
diameter. It is a piece of
jewellery usually worn on
fngers.

It is about 20cm long. It is
made entrely of metal or
plastc. It has 4 teeth at one
end. It is a kitchen utensil
used for eatng.

It's about 10cm long. It's
sharp and pointed at one
end. It's made up of two
handles and two blades. It's
made of steel. It's used to
cut paper.

4

4

4

It's about 20 cm long. It’s
straight and tubular. It's
made up of two parts,
mostly metal and wood. It is
a tool mainly used for
driving or removing screws.

4
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Ask a queston about the
underlined word in the
following statement:
This computer costs
€400

Ask a queston about the
underlined word in the
following statement: 50
students have signed up
for the course on
Sustainable Development

Ask a queston about the
underlined word in the
following statement: You
should check this
machine once a month.

Ask a queston about the
underlined word in the
following statement:
This motorbike can go
up to 250km/h

How ofen should you
check this machine?

How fast can this
motorbike go? OR
What's the maximum
speed of this motorbike?

How much does this
computer cost? OR
What's the price of this
computer?

How many students
have signed up for the
course on Sustainable
Development?

2

2

2

2

Ask a queston about the
underlined word in the
following statement: The
Burj Khalifa Tower is
83r0m high.

Ask a queston about the
underlined word in the
following statement: The
new Samsung tablet is
12 inches wide

Ask a queston about the
underlined word in the
following statement: The
swimming pool is 3rm
deep.

Ask a queston about the
underlined word in the
following statement:
An elephant weighs
5,400 kgs.

How high is the Burj
Khalifa? OR What is the
height of Burj Khalifa?

What is the width of the
new Samsung tablet? OR
How wide is the new
Samsung tablet?

How deep is the
swimming pool?
OR
What is the depth of the
swimming pool?

How much does an elephant
weigh? OR How heavy is an
elephant? OR What is the
weight of …

2
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You have 3r0s to use the
following words in one
or more sentences:
swimming-pool, depth,
narrow

You have 3r0s to use the
following words in one
or more sentences:
custom-built, to enable

You have 3r0s to use the
following words in one
or more sentences:
apparatus, to allow, to
display images

You have 3r0s to use the
following words in one
or more sentences: to
be made of, to allow

Ex.: This swimming-pool
is 3rm in depth but it is
quite narrow

Ex.: This skate-board has
been custom-built for Tony
Hawk. It enables him to
partcipate to internatonal
compettons.

Ex.: This apparatus
allows the user to
display images

Ex.: This botle, which is
made of plastc, allows
you to take water
anywhere with you

3r

3r

You have 3r0s to use the
following words in one
or more sentences:
system, to prevent, to
fall into, a swimmingpool

3r

3r

Talk for 15s with no ers
or hesitatons about
bicycles

You have 3r0s to use the
following words in one
or more sentences:
motorbike, vehicle, to
enable

You have 3r0s to use the
following words in one
or more sentences:
course, goal, facilitate,
learning

Ex. This system prevents
children from falling into
a swimming-pool.

A bike is a sort of vehicle
which allows you to…
It’s about 1m long…

Ex. A motorbike is a
vehicle which enables
you to travel fast.

Ex. The goal of this
course is to facilitate
learning
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Give the name of 3r
characters in Harry
Poter series

Which actor plays Han
Solo in the Star Wars
series?

What do Americans
celebrate on July 4th?

What's in a full English
breakfast?

Hermione Granger, Ron
Weasley, Voldemort,
Albus Dumbledore,
Hagrid, …

Harrison Ford

Independence Day

eggs, bacon, sausages,
toast, fried tomatoes

3r

1

1

3r

Name three famous
Britsh football teams

In America, what does
the acronym POTUS
stand for?

What is the capital of
Australia?

Who sings Rolling in the
Deep? 1

Ex. Manchester City,
Manchester United,
Newcastle United, Chelsea,
Liverpool, Arsenal, Everton

President of the United
States

Canberra

Adele

3r

2

1

1
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Swap one of
your cards with
another team..

Double your
next score..

Take any card
you like from
another team.

The solar panels
have been fxed.
Choose a team
and take two
points from
them.

Swap one of
your cards with
another team..

You fnd
supplies of
oxygen you
didn't know
were there. You
win 2 points.

Choose the
colour of your
next card.

Choose the
colour of your
next card.

